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Data bases, digital libraries, encyclopediae: or -> and!
è Past and current: electronic mathematics resources generally fall into one (and only one) of the above three 

categories

è Goal for the future should be creation of new and integration of existing resources to allow more powerful, flexible, 
and universal access to mathematical information

è Requires tagging, interlinking, and integration with search and computation

è Tools and infrastructure are now becoming available -> exciting time to be working on digital libraries!
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Some "typical" digital math encyclopediae: MathWorld and Wikipedia
è MathWorld is a free online encyclopedia of math including ~14,000 terms

è Created and authored over ~20 years

è First appeared on the internet in the mid-1990s

è Content mainly textual + typeset math, tables, and figures

è Uniform notations and conventions, but growth limited due to central editorial review

è Contains literature citations but not direct linking

è Much of the content makes use of computation (using Mathematica) and computational notebooks are available 
for download for most pages, but content itself displayed statically in HTML

è Wikipedia math content

è Has existed for ~XX years, continues to grown

è Does not use uniform notation and conventions

è Some entries contain pseudocode, SVG figures, etc., but in general, cannot be considered "computable"

è Often contains literature citations, frequently with direct linking
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Example encyclopedia entry: MathWorld
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Example encyclopedia entry: Wikipedia
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Adding Computation: Wolfram|Alpha
è Converting classes of mathematical content into computable form (graphs, curves, surfaces, plane figures, finite 

groups, lattices, knots, ...)

è Started with the Computable Data Initiative at Wolfram Research for use in Mathematica

è Computable data now taken to another level with Wolfram|Alpha (free "computational knowledge engine" website)

è Mathematical objects are encoded in a custom database format

è Allows a combination of pre-computed properties for standard math objects and computation on arbitrary user-
specified objects

è Allows unstructured (natural language) queries for properties of objects, a degree of interactivity via controls, 
export and import of math objects, exposure via custom APIs to arbitrary clients, direct exposure in Mathematica, 
chaining of results, ... (see Michael Trott's talk tomorrow for many more details and examples)
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Wolfram|Alpha's take
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Drawbacks
è Exposition, literature citations, etc. are not smoothly integrated

è While it is possible (and has actually been done) to repackage MathWorld's encyclopedic content for re-exposure as 
a Wolfram|Alpha database, the results are not fully computable (or at present interlinked)
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The future: Computable, queriable, interlinked, integrated DML/-
database/encyclopedia

è One prototype is Currently under development under a one-year grant from the Sloan Foundation to the Wolfram 
Foundation (PIs Michael Trott and Eric Weisstein)

è Prototype implementation is for a manageable (read: "small") subfield of mathematics of historical and practical 
interest: continued fractions

è Involves compilation, tagging, and presentation of identities, theorems, definitions, people involved, and literature
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Example early prototype theorem (raw markup)

"SeidelSternTheorem" -> 8
Spellings -> Dev �� 8FO@"seidel", Opt@"-"D, "stern", "theorem"D<,
"Name" -> "Seidel-Stern theorem",
"ResultType" -> "Theorem",
"WhatItIs" -> M@"Tokens"->8f->L@"Tokens"->8"ContinuedFraction"<,

"Specs"->8T0->M@"Tokens"->8"Real"<D<D,
Z@nD->L@"Tokens"->8"Sequence"<,
"Specs"->8X->M@"Tokens"->8"Approximant"<,"Specs"->8f->f<D<D,
Z@2nD->L@"Tokens"->8"EvenSubsequence"<,"Specs"->8b@nD->Z@nD<D,
Z@2n+1D->L@"Tokens"->8"OddSubsequence"<,"Specs"->8b@nD->Z@nD<D<,
"Givens"->8S@f,a@nDD->1,"ForAll"@n,S@f,b@nDD>0D<,
"Conclusions"->8M@"Tokens" -> 8Z@2nD<,
"Restrictions" -> 8"SequenceConverges", "RealMonotonicity"<D,
M@"Tokens" -> 8Z@2n+1D<,
"Restrictions" -> 8"SequenceConverges", "RealMonotonicity"<D,
""<

D,
"Definition" -> Row@8"A positive continued fraction ", InlineForm@"ContinuedFractionK
"DefinitionSource" -> "LorentzenWaadeland1992",
"ConceptsInvolved" -> 8"ContinuedFraction:Convergence"<,
"Provers" -> 8"PhilippLudwigVonSeidel", "MoritzAbrahamStern"<,
"ProofDates" -> 81846, 1848<,
"Extensions" -> 8"SeidelSternTheoremTransformed"<,
"References" -> 8

8"Seidel1846"<,
8"Stern1848"<,
8"LorentzenWaadeland1992", "Pages" -> 117, "Theorem" -> "3.13"<,
8"BeardonShort2010", "Theorem" -> "1.1"<

<
<
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Example early prototype theorem (default formatted result)
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Another example early prototype theorem (default formatted result)
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Named continued fraction example
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Classes of continued fractions
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Prototype eCF implementation
� Classes of continued fractions (with conditions via user controls)
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